Smarter Email Marketing grows business better.
Learn the secrets of Smarter Email Marketing from a
knowledge base of thousands of email campaigns
analyzed by the leaders in targeted email -and grow!

Email is the "Killer App" of
the decade. Everybody's got
it. Without it, Facebook
would flop and Amazon
would sell a fraction of what
they do today.
Do you know what the
highest performing online
marketing tool is? It's none
other than Email Marketing.

Fundamentals First
Think about the very best and the very worst email campaigns
you've ever received. While you may have been impressed by
one and deleted the other --it's not by chance they broke in
one direction or the other. It's exceedingly formulaic.
That's right --powerful email marketing consistently does
delivers clicks to your site, leads, and sales when the time
tested "Growth Formula" is applied.
Three Rules
There are only three rules that we'd challenge every email
marketer to hold ever email they send to. If you're 3 for 3,
expect good things from this campaign. The rules are simple
enough, but far too few marketers follow them diligently.
Great Emails have the following in common:
1. Be Anticipated.
2. Be Relevant.
3. Be Valuable.

This "Growth Formula" is deceptively simple. Let's dig into it
some more and ensure you are ready to implement them.

"Email must be Anticipated,
Relevant, and Valuable. Anything
else will be considered spam by
the recipient. Period."

In a study of over 125 email campaigns less than 16 percent had implemented the "Growth Forumla" well. While all three
rules had weak implementation, the leading 'violation' was Relevancy... marketers would do well to ask themselves... "Why
would my subscriber care?" This was followed by low percieved Value and low Anticipation of receiving email. Emails which
implemented the "Growth Formula" averaged open rates up to 120% higher than the average for the entire study.
Email Must Be Anticipated
Marketers often indulge in various forms of "weak opt-in" this takes the
form of automatically adding subscribers to a list, without their explicit
knowledge and ranges all the way to purchasing harvested lists --which
is SPAM by definition. If the subscriber is surprised or doesn't know
who sent it... it's probably going to be considered SPAM.
Email Must Be Relevant
The inbox is full. It's always full and the onslaught of messages from
friends, co-workers, family, and yes, marketers continues unabated.
With more than 200 billion emails sent every day --the challenge is real.
Therefore when your email makes it to the inbox, it had better
offer a context and have a fit with the needs and interests of
your subscriber --and specific to when it was sent. It's no
longer enough just to send tennis shoes to someone who
plays tennis. The bar is higher. If they are a competitive
player, show them the advanced shoe, the one the
champion wears. If they are a casual player who's only
bought low cost sale items --save the high end model for
when you've got it on overstock. Email marketers
must always be thinking about the question that
flashes through every email reader's mind
when the email shows up... "what does this
have to do with ME?"

Email Must Offer Readers Value
While most folks read this to mean "promotion"
that's not necessarily a value to every subscriber... sometimes it's timely
information like the weather forecast, a wine pairing, an outbreak of
bedbugs, or yes, even the venerable "free shipping" offer. The key is

• Everybody's Got Email
Between Yahoo, AOL, Microsoft and
Google alone there are almost 700
million email boxes in use
• Email is a Preferred Channel
74% of adults say their preferred
channel of communication is email.
Favorable Facts About Brands
• 57% of consumers feel they have a
more positive impression of
companies when they receive email
from them.

that the thing you are sending them must offer utility or benefits
greater than the time or cost perceived by the reader in receiving,
opening, and clicking or keeping that email in their incredibly crowded
inbox.
Marketers will note, the rules of email marketing are markedly similar
to the rules in social marketing. With the average Facebook user having
roughly 300 Friends, and the average user posting a message 2.5 times
per day --the social inbox is jammed with messages --which get read?
Those that are most valuable and from the closest real world friends
(relevancy).
The next time you prepare an email campaign, triggered message or for
that matter, social media message, think about the question... "what's in
it for the subscriber?"

Applying the 3 Laws: Building Your Email Capability
With the perspective the "Growth Formula" provides, it probably makes a lot of "common"
sense, so what should marketers do next? There are many aspects of an serious email
marketing capability that marketers need to consider before launching a campaign, including:
Your communications strategy, and how emails will compliment your existing media
Delivery of emails and the technology platform
Building and maintaining the email address database
Creating a Communications Framework (architecting relevance)
Email Design and Content
Campaign Management
Can-Spam Compliance
Privacy Laws
Metrics to Guide your Campaigns
One way to quickly obtain all of these capabilities is to hire an Email Service Provider (ESP).
Our next white paper (Volume II) will discuss the issues you should consider when
evaluating ESP’s. Volumes III through XII provide guidance to marketers in managing the
successful execution of campaigns, whether those campaigns are in-house, or at an ESP.
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